Layer-specific labelling of cat visual cortex after stimulation with visual noise: a [3H]2-deoxy-d-glucose study.
Tritiated 2-deoxy-D-glucose (2-DG) was used to demonstrate layer specific uptake of 2-DG at the cellular level in the visual cortex of the cat after stimulation with different kinds of visual stimuli. Two-dimensional static Gaussian visual noise drifting across the visual field led to an increased accumulation of 2-DG in layers III and V as compared to the amount of radioactivity in layer IV. In unstimulated control tissue of visual cortex a homogeneous pattern of labelling was found. Horizontal bars moving vertically across the visual field increased the uptake in layer IV more than in all other layers. Analysis of the 2-DG uptake at the cellular level revealed that visual noise activated two bands of cells, one above and one below layer IV, whereas bar stimuli activated cells mainly in layer IV. Accumulation of 2-DG was always higher in the perikarya than in the surrounding neuropil. These results confirm the physiologically recorded properties of cells in different cortical layers.